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The CAGIS Consortium Pricing Policy 
 

PART A 
PREAMBLE 

 

This document includes policies controlling the sale of data service products by the 
CAGIS Consortium and parties (participants) to the Consortium agreement.  Policies are 
also provided pertaining to data service agreements with the CAGIS Consortium and site 
license fees for GEN7--the basic desktop GIS interface used by most CAGIS Consortium 
parties.  The following brief explanation of CAGIS and GEN7 provides some background 
information to enable greater understanding of the pricing policy. 
 

DESCRIPTION OF CAGIS 
 

The Cincinnati Area Geographic Information System (CAGIS) is a consortium comprised 
of the City of Cincinnati, Hamilton County and Duke Energy.  The Consortium is not a 
governmental unit but a contract between units of governments and non-governmental 
utilities to share both information and the cost of the technology that enable the sharing 
and development of applications that use that information.  The Consortium uses a 
number of computerized information system technologies that enable sharing of 
information for the purpose of carrying out governmental functions, efficiently manage 
and communicate public information and efficiently manage public facilities.  The 
Consortium shares the cost of developing technologies that are used as decision making 
tools and the Consortium provides for a secondary, shared, data repository to participants 
on a voluntary basis that enables users to perform such functions as data sharing, data 
maintenance, data analysis, create data products, perform data integration, networking 
and work flow improvement.  The primary record sources are still owned and maintained 
by the individual participants.  The Consortium funds a staff that provides technical 
services at the direction of the CAGIS Board. 
 
CAGIS is a consortium that enables data from various parties to be shared. CAGIS itself, 
however, is neither a data base nor a record.  Participants store their records in a variety 
of places including shared repositories and departmental servers.  Most participants use 
one or more technology interfaces that enable viewing of data and a variety of records 
residing in hundreds of data sources of individual government departments and other 
organizations.  Accordingly, the CAGIS support staff is not required to maintain or 
produce any public records but only enables customized views of data sets—some of 
which may include public records— using customized user interfaces to produce unique 
data products.  Each view of data sets is known as a customized data sample. 
 
This pricing policy reflects the cost of preparing products and providing services in 
accordance with the contractual agreements of the CAGIS Consortium.  The pricing policy 
reflects the fact that all products require customized views of the data sets shared by 
consortium parties.  Release of data by individual parties of the CAGIS consortium is 
constrained by contractual agreements between parties.  Release of software or software 
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interfaces developed for CAGIS parities is constrained by contractual agreements with 
software developers. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF GEN7* 

 
The name GEN7 is the general name for a highly customized interface of the ESRI 
ArcView software for desktop geographic information systems (GIS).   ArcView software 
enables users to visualize, explore, query and analyze data geographically.  GEN7 is the 
short name for “Generation 7 of the ArcView Desktop GIS Interface for Local 
Government.”  GEN 7 augments the basic ArcView package with a unique set of buttons 
and menus tailored to the needs of CAGIS Consortium parties.  GEN7 is not a stand-
alone product.  It requires ArcView software to run it.   
 
The GEN7 interface is composed of thousands of customized functions and applications 
that are specifically designed to view, maintain, integrate, and create custom views and 
products on demand using the data resources of the CAGIS Consortium. The interface 
enables consortium parties access of data resources shared enterprise-wide with those that 
are not shared at the desktop.  From a basic set of custom functions, software 
components, controls and dialogs that are designed to augment the ArcView environment, 
variants for particular disciplines and individual application requirements are developed 
that all have common core elements. This is the basic desktop GIS interface used by most 
CAGIS Consortium parties. 
 
GEN7 and customized variants of the interface are not produced by the Consortium but 
are provided to the Consortium by the Metropolitan Sewer District. 
______ 
*  Note:  Earlier versions of GEN7 are named GEN6, GEN5, etc.; future versions will have a higher suffix  

      number – e.g., GEN8, GEN9, etc. 
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The CAGIS Consortium Pricing Policy 
 

PART B   

REGARDING THE SALE OF DATA SERVICE PRODUCTS  

 

 

I.  POLICY PURPOSE 

 
The purpose of this policy is to control the quality of data issued; to assure consistent and 
equitable prices for data service products provided by CAGIS staff and Consortium 
parties; to assure appropriate security of data and software, to provide financial support for 
CAGIS maintenance and development. 
 
II. DEFINITIONS 

 
A standard product is a data service product or map, generated using CAGIS Consortium 

GIS software or software interfaces, that: 
• is required by, or is a result of, the function or work program of the department 

generating the product, and 
• does NOT contain data marked or labeled as restricted or confidential, and 
• is provided in paper or non-digital form, or 
• is provided in digital form where all data included in the product is controlled or 

maintained by the releasing department. 
 
A non-standard product is a data service product or map, generated using CAGIS 

Consortium GIS software or software interfaces, that: 
• is not required by, or is not  a result of, the function or work program of the 

department generating the product, or 
• contains data marked or labeled as restricted or confidential but is approved for 

release by the originating agency, or 
• is provided in digital form, where any data included in the product is NOT 

controlled or maintained by the releasing agency. 
 
A restricted or confidential product is a data service product or map, generated using 
CAGIS Consortium GIS software or software interfaces, that includes data or themes 
officially designated by the CAGIS Technical Advisory Committee as being in one of the 
following categories: 

• Data that requires receipt of approval from the originating agency prior to release, 
or 

• Data that is restricted from being released by anyone except the originating 
agency’s personnel, or  

• Data that is restricted by law from being released by all agencies, including the 
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originating agency.   
 
 
III. AUTHORITY TO SELL STANDARD DATA SERVICE PRODUCTS 

 
CAGIS staff may sell standard products to any government or non-government customer in 
accordance with the applicable fees and policies listed in Sections V and VI. 
 
CAGIS consortium parties may sell standard products, generated using CAGIS Consortium 
GIS software or software interfaces, without reimbursement to the CAGIS consortium and 
without reference to the CAGIS fee schedule.  
 
IV. AUTHORITY TO SELL NON-STANDARD DATA SERVICE PRODUCTS 

 
CAGIS staff may sell non-standard products to any government or non-government 
customer in accordance with the applicable fees and policies listed in Sections V and VI. 

CAGIS Consortium parties may sell non-standard products in accordance with the 
following policies and the fees and policies listed in Sections V and VI. 
 

Government Customers:  

CAGIS Consortium parties may sell non-standard products to the following 
customer groups without reimbursement to the CAGIS Consortium and 

without reference to the CAGIS fee schedule in Section V when such services are 
within the function and work program of the Consortium party’s organization: 

• Governmental or quasi-governmental entities located in the City of Cincinnati or 
Hamilton County if the issuing governmental unit is part of the CAGIS 
Consortium or the product is a standard product of that governmental unit.  
 

• Consultants to governmental units which are part of the CAGIS Consortium 
may either be charged for data or provide a deduction from the consultant’s 
contract for data provided relating to his or her contract with that governmental 
unit.    

 

Non-government Customers: 

Each sale to non-government customers shall result in a reimbursement to the 

CAGIS Consortium for 50% of the service fee attributable to a data service 
product or map generated using CAGIS Consortium GIS software or software 
interfaces. 

CAGIS Consortium parties may sell non-standard products, in accordance with the 

fee schedule in Section V, to the following customer groups: 
 
• The general public. 
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• Public sector organizations that are not located in the City of Cincinnati or 
Hamilton County. 

 
• Private sector businesses, organizations and consultants 

 
• Not-for-profit agencies, organizations and consultants 

 
• University students having requests submitted by the student’s professor to the 

CAGIS staff (available only from CAGIS staff).   
 

 
V.  DATA SERVICE PRODUCTS AND FEES  
 
  Map requests for display of only planimetric, topographic and/or property line information 
including GENX maps created to scale are offered by the County Engineer.   GEN X maps 
created at the “8 1/2 x11” size and “not created for sale” as well as screen shots of digital 
orthos also created at the “8 ½ x11” size may be offered for free by departments.  Scaled 
drawings of any size, not including the Standard Product, are considered customized work 
covered by the Pricing Policy. 
 
The sale of the CDROM of historical photos will be offered for sale only at CAGIS and the 
offices of the Hamilton County Soil and Water Conservation District.   
 
 

 
SERVICE FEES FOR DIGITAL COPIES (FACETS) 

 

1. A facet in digital format $83 

2. Additional copies of a facet in digital format  $5 

3. Entire CAGIS database in ArcInfo digital format (available only from CAGIS staff) $897 

4. For the development of a custom sampling containing the entire CAGIS database in 

ArcView shape files  

$1,860 

5.     For the development of a custom sampling containing the entire CAGIS database in digital 

ortho format in black and white 

$1,170 

6.     For the development of a custom sampling containing the entire CAGIS database in digital 

ortho format in color 

$1,755 

 
SERVICE FEES FOR PLOTTER COPIES (3 ft plotter roll) 

 

1. An original paper plot (3 ft x 2 ft or any smaller size) $38 

2. Additional copies of an original paper plot (3 ft. x 2 ft) ordered with the original $5 

3. Oversize paper plots  (Additional price per foot beyond 2 ft) $2.90 

 

 
SERVICE FEES FOR RESEARCH AND CUSTOMIZED MAPPING 

 

1. Graphic and non-graphic data research and production of customized maps  

  Hourly Rate 

  Quarter hour Rate (minimum charge) 

 

$84 

$21 
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SERVICE FEES FOR CDROM OF MrSid FORMATTED HISTORICAL PHOTOS OF 

HAMILTON COUNTY 1930-1999  
 

CDROM Set of MrSid Formatted photos dating back 70 years. 

The service to be provided includes 
1. the CDROM of the data in a MrSid format  
2. Instructions on loading the CD and using the viewer  
3. A disclaimer on the data  
4. The inclusion of a MrSid viewer on the CDROM  

$134 

Note: The fees in the table above are adjusted annually for the change in the Bureau of 
Labor Statistics CPI for the Cincinnati-Hamilton MSA and reflect the CPI as of the end of 
calendar year 2007.  

 

VI. DISCLAIMER 

All data service products sold or provided by CAGIS staff and Consortium parties must 
contain the following disclaimer statement. 
 
 DISCLAIMER: 

 NEITHER THE PROVIDER NOR ANY OF THE PARTIES OR ASSOCIATE MEMBERS OF 

THE CINCINNATI AREA GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEM (CAGIS) MAKE ANY 

WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT 

TO THIS INFORMATION, ITS QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR 

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  AS A RESULT THIS INFORMATION IS 

PROVIDED “AS IS”, AND YOU, THE RECIPIENT, ARE ASSUMING THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO 

ITS QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE.   

  

 IN NO EVENT, WILL THE PROVIDER OR ANY PARTY OR ASSOCIATE MEMBER OF CAGIS 

BE LIABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES 

RESULTING FROM ANY DEFECT IN THE INFORMATION OR ANY OTHER PART OF THE 

MAP PRODUCT, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  IN 

PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE PROVIDER NOR ANY PARTY OR ASSOCIATE MEMBER OF 

CAGIS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY OTHER INFORMATION, PROGRAMS OR 

DATA USED WITH OR COMBINED WITH THE INFORMATION RECEIVED, INCLUDING 

THE COST OF RECOVERING SUCH INFORMATION, PROGRAMS OR DATA. 

  

 ANY FLOODWAY AND FLOOD FRINGE INFORMATION PROVIDED ON THIS MAP IS FOR 

CONCEPTUAL PLANNING PURPOSES ONLY. FOR OFFICIAL DETERMINATION OF 

LIMITS RECIPIENT MUST REFER TO THE 2004 FEMA FLOODWAY FRINGE MAPS.  LARGE 

DIFFERENCES CAN EXIST BETWEEN ACTUAL FLOOD PRONE AREA AND OFFICIAL 

FEMA FLOOD FRINGE AREAS. 

 

VII. REIMBURSEMENT PROCEDURE 

CAGIS Consortium parties shall annually submit to the CAGIS staff, no later than the last 
day of February, a summary of all revenue received from the sale of non-standard data 
service products to government and non-government customers as authorized in Section IV 
above.  CAGIS staff shall within 45 days submit an invoice to the Consortium party for 
50% of the reported revenue. 
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Revenue from the sale of the CDROM of historical photos of the County shall be 
distributed as follows: $121 to CAGIS and $5 to the Hamilton County Soil and Water 
Conservation District.  
 
VIII.  ANNUAL AMENDMENTS 

 

The CAGIS staff and CAGIS consortium parties shall annually recommend revisions of the 
CAGIS Consortium Pricing Policy at the October CAGIS Board meeting for consideration 
or ratification by the CAGIS Board at their December meeting.    
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The CAGIS Consortium Pricing Policy 
 

PART C 
REGARDING DATA SERVICE AGREEMENTS 

 

 

I. DATA SERVICE AGREEMENTS FOR GOVERNMENTS AND NONPROFIT 

AGENCIES  

 

A CAGIS data service agreement with a government or nonprofit agency allows it to 
become an additional party to the CAGIS Consortium and provides the municipality, 
township, nonprofit or other government agency with access to the data and services 
provided by CAGIS.  A data service agreement includes an obligation to update that data 
in the CAGIS system controlled or maintained by the additional party’s organization.  The 
extent and timing of updates will be participant dependent and detailed in any CAGIS data 
service agreement.   
 
Benefits:  

CAGIS data service agreements entitle the government and nonprofit agency to: 
• A copy of a CAGIS customized data sample of the entire county to be placed upon 

the server of the additional party (CAGIS data service agreements for governments 
and nonprofits do not include any on-site configuration by the CAGIS staff); 

• On-line access via the internet and Citrix to the CAGIS GIS database; 
• On-line access via the internet and Citrix to the Accela workflow tracking system;  
• A site license of GEN7* software interface that enables loading of GEN7 on all 

computer stations serving the additional party (GEN7 software interface requires 
ESRI ArcView software to run); 

• Purchase of ESRI software at consortium pricing – approximately 50% of “off-the-
shelf” pricing (CAGIS data service agreements do not include any software from 
ESRI); 

• Purchase of Accela software** in accord with the Accela purchase agreement with 
CAGIS. 

_____ 
NOTE: 

* See Part A for a description of GEN7. 

 

** Accela software enables the integration of processing and tracking of reviews and approvals, related 

to permits or other tasks, across networks and between numerous department or agencies. 

 
Data Service Fee: 

Fees included in data service agreements are offered by the CAGIS Consortium in three-
year increments as identified below.  Pricing and agreements will be reconsidered by the 
CAGIS Policy Board at the end of the three-year period. The prices stated below are annual 
fees for three-year terms beginning during the year 2008.  
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The pricing is tiered by community size (see Attachment A) ranked by number of parcels 
as shown in the table below.  A fee schedule is also available for nonprofit agencies and 
other government agencies such as school districts and housing authorities.  

 
Number of Parcels in Jurisdiction 

Annual Data Service Fee
1 

(INCLUDES GEN7 SITE LICENSE)
2
 

(MUNICIPALITY OR TOWNSHIP)  

Initial Year 
(2008) 

After Initial Year 
(ANNUAL MINIMUM IS 68.6% 

OF INITIAL FEE) 

Tier A    5000 or more $10000 $6860 

Tier B    3000 to 4999  $7500 $5145 

Tier C   1500 to 2999 $1000 $1000 

Tier D    less than 1500 $500 $500 

Non-Profit, other Governmental $5,000 $3,430 
 

Other Optional Services Optional Services Fee 

Individual GEN7 Seat License3 
(available only from MAGIC Inc4.) 

$3400 

 

 
1
  Annual fees reflect the cost of preparing CAGIS customized data samples or customized views of data  

    sets for individual parties on CDROMs and staff time consumed in server maintenance.   
2
  A site license enables loading of GEN7 software interface on all computer stations serving the licensee. 

3
  A seat license enables loading of GEN7 software interface on one computer station serving the licensee. 

4
  MAGIC Inc is the developer of the GEN7 software interface and sole provider of individual seat licenses. 

 

Support and Training: 

CAGIS data service fees include on-going support and on-going training. 
 

Benefits: 
CAGIS data service agreements entitle the utility to: 

• On-line access to the CAGIS network enabling applications for Cincinnati and 
Hamilton County permits; 

• On-line access to digital ortho photos of Hamilton County and of the surrounding 
area within one mile of Hamilton County;  

• A CAGIS site license that includes access to CAGIS created software including 
GEN7 interface; 

• CAGIS support and training providing utility and local government staff access to 
free CAGIS on-site training in ArcView, GEN7 and Accela workflow software (The 
training can be held on-site or at the CAGIS training center located at MSD);      

• CAGIS support for CAGIS network connections (The utility bears all costs for any 
required hardware or software modifications to the utility network involved in 
linking to CAGIS). 

• Sharing of workflow server space including the sharing server software and 
operating costs (there is a fee charged for the hosting that represents the 
governments/utilities proportionate share of server space used).   
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Other Optional Services: 

A party wishing to take advantage of CAGIS consulting support for software application 
development must first join the CAGIS Consortium, and in coordination with the CAGIS 
staff, develop a scope for the type of application being requested.  CAGIS staff will submit 
the proposal for services to the CAGIS Policy Board for inclusion in the annual CAGIS 
work program as defined by resources available. Workflow tracking license fees are 
assessed separately as workflow automation is implemented and are dependent upon the 
underlying vendor software involved. 
 
II. DATA SERVICE AGREEMENTS FOR NON-GOVERNMENT UTILITIES: 

 

A CAGIS data service agreement with a non-government utility means the utility (e.g., 
private sector telephone, gas, electric or telecommunication utility) has access to the data 
and services provided by CAGIS.  A data service agreement includes an obligation to 
update that data in the system controlled or maintained by the utility’s organization.  The 
extent and timing of updates will be participant dependent and detailed in any CAGIS 
data service agreement.   
 
Data Service Fee: 

All utility non-board parties shall pay 3.75% of the annual capital and operating budgets. 
All of the services above are included in the services provided the non-government 
utilities. 
 
III. NETWORK LINKS 

 
Membership includes access to the CAGIS network. After review and approval by 
appropriate parties, communities may be authorized to connect to the Cincinnati 
Municipal Area Network (MAN) and/or the Hamilton County Wide Area Network 
(WAN).  However, the cost of any additional servers, server capacity or network security 
required for such access will not be provided by CAGIS. 
 
 
IV. LICENSING AGREEMENTS 

 
Any software or software interface provided to a non-party of CAGIS is subject to the non-
party signing a licensing agreement.  CAGIS software interfaces, scripts, macros, etc. are 
prohibited from being distributed or sold to any entity outside of the nonparty’s 
organization. 
 
V.  SALE OF DATA SERVICE PRODUCTS 
 
During the effective period of this policy, parties of the CAGIS Consortium will offer 
digital copies, plotter copies, research and customized mapping in accordance with the 
policies and fees listed in Part B of the CAGIS Consortium Pricing Policy. 
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 ATTACHMENT A 

CAGIS CONSORTIUM PRICING TIERS 

(Based on by Number of Parcels in each Political Jurisdiction as of March 3rd, 2008) 
POLITICAL JURISDICTIONS NUMBER OF PARCELS CAGIS CONSORTIUM 

PRICING TIER 

Green Township 24,806 A 

Colerain Township 24,422 A 

Anderson Township 19,888 A 

Springfield Township 16,524 A 

Delhi Township 12,000 A 

Sycamore Township   9,621 A 

Norwood 9,343 A 

Blue Ash 7,552 A 

Symmes Township 6,456 A 

Forest Park 6,247 A 

Sharonville 5,499 A 

North College Hill 5,248 A 

Reading 5,117 A 

Miami Township 5,084 A 

Montgomery 4,503 B 

Madeira 4,477 B 

Wyoming 4,035 B 

Springdale 4,027 B 

Indian Hill 3,989 B 

Harrison 3,798 B 

Cheviot 3,649 B 

Loveland 3,338 B 

Deer Park 3,321 B 

Whitewater Township 3,024 B 

Silverton  2,765 C 

Columbia Township 2,717 C 

Mount Healthy 2,704 C 

Saint Bernard 2,356 C 

Lockland 2,091 C 

Terrace Park 2,037 C 

Lincoln Heights 2.036 C 

Harrison Township 1,936 C 

Golf Manor 1,862 C 

Amberly Village 1,846 C 

Evendale 1,768 C 

Woodlawn 1,764 C 

Cleves 1,759 C 

Crosby Township 1,739 C 

Greenhills 1,682 C 

Glendale 1,594 C 

Mariemont 1,578 C 

Newtown 1,468 D 

Fairfax 1,437 D 

Elmwood Place 1,318 D 

Addyston 951 D 

North Bend 902 D 

Arlington Heights 588 D 

Milford 181 D 

ATTACHMENT A 
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NOTE: 

At the discretion of CAGIS, Hamilton County jurisdictions whose boundaries encompass more than one 

county may be placed in tier levels other than those assigned in the table above. 

 


